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Another Brick in Space is a good old arcanoid in space! You are to protect the Earth from intergalactic menace. Aliens from
outer space flying closer and closer to our planet, and you have to stop their invasion before they get here. Control a space ship

and destroy all the bricks, or the aliens will conquer our world!

CLASSIC GAMEPLAY

Well-known rules and a new space design;

Dozens of levels;

Various brick types, from classic to uncommon ones;

Power ups and penalties to make the gameplay even more fast-paced.
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Alright. This is a tough cookie. I really like the game. It gives me a new level of decievingly hard that I haven't seen for a long
time in a platformer such as this. There are no giant spinning spikes of death or vicious monsters trying to eat you. Just you,
floating black spheres, and your reaction time. I've played this game quite a bit on a friend's account, so disregard my play time
when I say this will make you frustrated throughout the entire game. There isn't a moment when you want to punch your
computer screen because you screwed up at the very end of a hard level you have no idea how you got through and have to
restart. But if you give yourself frequent breaks, you'll come to love and hate this game as much as you can love\/hate a
platformer.

The controls are very simple, but requires on your feet thinking when you're jumping while changing realms multiple times. I
can safely say this is the ultimate speedrun game, but if you don't record it no one will believe you since there are no save games
and no achievements. (Hint: when you reach the oh-so slightly too wide gap near the beginning of the game, you need to jump
from directly under the center of the black sphere to get the jump boost. Trying to jump at a normal angle will leave you
seething for an hour and a half like me. Don't be a me.) I personally play my own music over the game so I don't really care of
the music starts over when you die, but I see this as a plus with this game as there are no awkward song skips during actual
gameplay. I say this is a game everyone should at least attempt, if not own.

If I have to rate it on a scale of 1 to Electronic Super Joy, I would give it a purple.. I'm literally incapable of not recommending
this game. This game is absolutely hilarious and is filled with wit and soul. It's so incredibly unique and funny with fantastic
mod support that I find myself brought to tears when I think of this game.
11\/10. I've played a zillion different solitaire games on the PC now. I don't know what draws me to them, perhaps it's just the
simplicity of grinding through various stages while being able to switch my brain off. Sadly, this Christmas-themed game is not
only exceptionally stingey with the achievements but it's overly difficult with no reason to keep playing once you agonizingly
stumble over the finishing line.

They really expect you to throw away hours of your life on professional mode? Do the developers really think that the game
THAT fun to play? You've got to be kidding me! It should be updated to be just a little easier. You can burn your way through
an entire deck and only get two matches, which is seriously frustrating. The odds are stacked well against you and there is very
little skill involved in beating this.

There are better solitaire games out there, and better Christmas games.. A fantastick, memorable and catchy soundtrack for a
fantastick and memorable experience.

You guys deserve to get money for the hard work you did in your outstanding free visual novel that had more likeable characters
i genuinely cared about then any other game in 2017.. Been on reading since the first. I felt happy and sad that series ended love
this series recommend anyone who interested inplot and "PLOT"
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Bougth this game because it was cheap and It was my first time buying with card... turned out to be one of the most hard games
I've ever played. This thing is hard as hell. You're a nasty player if you can get past the first two levels, really.... The art book is
cool, very beautiful, but seems very short with no description of each photo.
The wallpapers are awesome models of the actual elements of the game, though it would've been nice to see some of the
beautiful sketches from the art book in there.
The posters are just perfect, the best style you can get, very clean, but puts it's point across.
Paper craft looks fun and i may print it off one day if i can get some card paper in my printer, very cool.

And Finally! The Soundtrack! Oh man this game has the most beautiful soundtrack in it of any game I've played. It's so relaxing
and encouraging! The upgrade is worth it for the soundtrack on it's own.
I find it even more relaxing than Poly Bridge's Soundtrack, And that's a big achievement!
Worth it!. Free content, download it.. It's a very cool game, but there are some bugs and they need to be fixed. For Example, the
dogs cant bite you, if you are sneaking, they just 'moonwalk' away. It also could be my computer, whatever causes the bugs,
but...y'know...(I've got a crappy PC)

Es ist ein cooles Spiel, jedoch gibt es ein paar Fehler und die m\u00fcssen unbedingt 'gefixed' werden. Zum Beispiel
k\u00f6nnen die Hunde dich nicht angerifen, wenn du in der Hocke bist, sie 'moonwalken' einfach weg. Es k\u00f6nnte ebenso
mein Computer sein, der f\u00fcr die Fehler verantwortlich ist aber...weisst du...(Ich hab einen sehr schlechten PC). The RNG
isn't accurate at all. Keep losing 50 and 60 armies to 2 defenders.. I was fine with the errors in the first chapter, but this time I
guess it just felt sloppy. Game allows you to go to 0 health and be fine, it used my character name for my imp's name, etc.. Saira
is a large and non-linear adventure platformer that has you exploring planets and flying to other galaxies with your space ship,
solving puzzles and collecting the parts you need to return home. The visuals have a nice style to them and the soundtrack is
quite peaceful. If you enjoy games like Knytt Stories (same developer) then definitely check this out.. A genuine work of art
that augments every aspect of what makes ToME a megalithic masterpeice in modern rogue-likes.
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